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said. " I've saved him that trouble, anyway. No,
there's no mystery about poor Alcott's death, I'm afraid.
Just one of those tragedies that might so easily have
been avoided. If he'd only written to me, before taking
that last journey to Weyfordl I'd have helped him
out, and I expect my influence would have found him
a job somewhere. Instead of that ..."
He broke off suddenly and poured himself out another
glass of sherry. " There's something about the atmo-
sphere of this room that leads one to speculation, Priest-
ley/' he continued. " And in this case the speculation
isn't particularly cheerful. What were that poor chap's
feelings during his last hours of consciousness, I wonder?
There seems very little doubt that he had been to Mark-
heys to see me. Can't you imagine the bitterness of his
disappointment when he found the place shut up? Out
of a job, nothing but a few coppers in his pocket, night
coming on, and his last hope gone! Did he really
stop for a rest, meaning to struggle on when he felt
stronger? Or did he deliberately lay himself down there
to wait for the end ? I wonder!''
" Is there a workhouse at Weyford?" asked Oldland,
unsympathetically.
Faversham turned on him. *' Oh, ye?, I know!
Nobody need starve, or go without a night's lodging, in
this marvellous civilisation of ours. Are suicides any less
frequent, because of that? Your smug assumption is all
very well, Oldland. But there are still lots of people
who would prefer a painless death to seeking the hos-
pitality of the casual ward. And Alcott, I fancy, would
have been one of these."
" But there is usually an alternative to the casual
ward/' said Dr. Priestley, anxious to preserve the peace.
" A man of Alcott's age—you said, I think, that he
was about thirty-five—must surely have had some
friends or relations?"

